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ABSTRACT
Large Language Models (LLMs) have assisted humans in several

writing tasks, including text revision and story generation. However,

their effectiveness in supporting domain-specific writing, particu-

larly in business contexts, is relatively less explored. Our formative

study with industry professionals revealed the limitations in cur-

rent LLMs’ understanding of the nuances in such domain-specific

writing. To address this gap, we propose an approach of human-AI

collaborative taxonomy development to perform as a guideline for

domain-specific writing assistants. This method integrates iterative

feedback from domain experts and multiple interactions between

these experts and LLMs to refine the taxonomy. Through larger-

scale experiments, we aim to validate this methodology and thus

improve LLM-powered writing assistance, tailoring it to meet the

unique requirements of different stakeholder needs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Natural language generation;
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of large language models (LLMs) has significantly

enriched thewriting support tools, covering text revisions [2, 17, 19]

to creative content generation [1, 9, 14]. However, the deployment

of LLMs in tailored writing assistance to specific stakeholder needs

(e.g., legal writing) remains relatively unexplored. This oversight

highlights a concern about the reliability of AI-driven tools in

meeting the nuanced demands of domain-specific writing. Also,

commercial offerings, such as the company Writer’s LLM-powered

writing assistants for business sectors (e.g., Palmyra [21]), are not

widely accessible. This raises questions about the essential steps

to develop publicly available AI writing assistants that cater to

different stakeholders’ unique needs and knowledge.

Motivated by these challenges, we conducted a formative study

with current business professionals, which revealed LLM’s inad-

equate understanding of profession-level writing. The study also

found a huge need to categorize a vast array of domain-specific con-

ventions and requirements in writing tasks and make a structured

taxonomy of such context.

Therefore, we propose a novel approach of “human-AI collabora-

tive taxonomy construction” for the use of domain-specific writing

support. Such taxonomy construction can serve as a foundational

step in developing AI writing assistants that can precisely inter-

pret and generate text that aligns with the varied expectations

of different professions. Also, based on the rigorous business ex-

pert validation procedures and a variety of human-AI interaction

strategies, our approach can bolster the reliability of AI writing

assistants customized to specific domains. For the rest of the paper,

we interchangeably use the terms ‘domain-specific writing’ and

‘profession-specific writing’.

2 FORMATIVE STUDY: CHALLENGES OF
USING LLMS AS DOMAIN-SPECIFIC
WRITING ASSISTANTS

To assess the effectiveness of LLMs as domain-specific writing

assistants, we conducted an initial formative study
1
with two pro-

fessionals from the marketing and human resources (HR) sectors,

each with over five years of field experience. These participants,

referred to as P1 and P2, were asked to (1) provide inputs to GPT-4

to generate a writing template relevant to their field; (2) revise

the template; and (3) categorize each edit according to predefined

revision types outlined in a taxonomy [3], along with providing

rationales behind their edits. The qualitative data was analyzed

using thematic analysis and open coding techniques. For a detailed

description of the study procedures, please refer to Appendix A.

2.1 Limited Understanding of Nuances in
Business Writing by LLMs

We found that GPT-4’s output often fails to align with the stylis-

tic and linguistic expectations due to a lack of knowledge about

domain-specific writing. First, the participants commonly criticized

clarity, especially its verbosity (Figure 2): “The paragraph is too
lengthy and I would like to get to the point right away.” (P1) and “...
need to get driven to the CTA (Call-to-Action) as soon as possible...
they don’t want long emails..” (P2). Second, the study participants

1
This research has been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the first

author’s institution.
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Hierarchical Generation 
via Prompt Chaining

Legal 
Expert

LLM

“Generate a taxonomy of 
revision intentions for legal 

writing.”

Taxonomy

STEP 1: 
Taxonomy Generation

STEP 2: 
Taxonomy Validation

Hi, I am your Interviewer LLM. 
Which aspect of this taxonomy of 

legal writing is missing? 

Hmm.. at the “Intention level,” some 
accuracy in the legal argument 

is needed.

Based on your comment, would “Law 
Citation Accuracy” with this explanation 
“Increasing credibility and reliability of 

legal support claims” sound good? 

Awesome! This makes much 
more sense now. 

Dialogue-based Interaction with
LLM-as-mediators

STEP 3: 
Taxonomy Merging & Testing

Expert A Expert B

LLM Annotations Expert Annotations

(1) Merging by LLM

(2) Agreement between Experts and LLM

Figure 1: An end-to-end pipeline of our three-step Human-AI collaborative taxonomy construction process. For each step, we
portray several design implications for better human-AI interaction strategies that were described in Section 3.
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Figure 2: The distribution of revision intentions annotated by
the study participants across six writing templates generated
by GPT-4.

highlighted (1) lack of coherency and (2) style changes. They
commonly showed concern in GPT-4’s lack of precision in word

choice and organization structure that couldmisinterpret or di-
lute the intended delivery in a business context: “The word
‘essential’ is subject to interpretation. Saying ‘absolutely necessary’
might suggest the company is in such dire straits that people might
leave the organization....” (P1) and “Needs to call out sections to get
the readers’ attention. This is also the general style of a proposal.”
(P2). Third, all participants mentioned that GPT-4 created its own
narratives that were not asked in the prompt and did not reflect

objective details requested by the participant in the output. And

finally, the participants who marked the “Other” category (Figure

2) pointed out LLMs’ lack of understanding about the objective
of a writing task (i.e., P2 mentioned “..a minute is to highlight what
was discussed and action steps. Needs to be easy to read and call out
sections a reader may care about.” ).

From this formative study, we observed that current LLMs of-

ten lack nuanced comprehension of domain-specific expectations

unless provided with detailed guidelines for their generated writ-

ing. Consequently, we identified the need to develop a more so-
phisticated taxonomy of writing specific to various business
domains. This taxonomy will serve as a guideline, enhancing the

pipeline for model training and enabling more tailored revision

suggestions in domain-specific writing contexts.

3 HUMAN-AI COLLABORATIVE TAXONOMY
CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we propose a novel task of “human-AI collabora-

tive taxonomy construction” as an application to better develop a

domain-specific AI writing assistant, following the standard pro-

cedures of taxonomy construction [15]. Grounded on the design

implications of LLM-assisted qualitative analysis process [5, 11,

12, 26, 27, 29], we suggest the three-step approach with several

design ideas (Figure 1). Also, we present the promising results from

our partial empirical testing of this three-step approach using a

simplified scenario, as described in Appendix B.

3.1 STEP 1: Taxonomy Generation
This process harnesses the capabilities of LLMs to generate all com-

ponents of taxonomy from scratch
2
, given the absence of domain-

specific data or an existing taxonomy, which are typically required

in traditional construction processes [15]. Based on the user inputs

about a certain domain and sophistical designed output guidelines

in the prompt design [14, 24], we hierarchically generate each
level of taxonomy. Additionally, to address concerns of trans-

parency and explainability in AI [4, 6, 7], LLMs are prompted to

provide reasoning for each generated element, increasing trust-

worthiness in the output.

3.2 STEP 2: Taxonomy Validation
To mitigate concerns about the dependence on artificially gener-

ated taxonomy as a beginning step of taxonomy construction, we

perform multiple rounds of rigorous human expert validations and

2
LLMs are trained on extensive and diverse datasets encompassing vast world knowl-

edge [13], hence we task them with generating elements of the taxonomy.
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improvements, via dialogue-based user interaction. Inspired by

several NLP works that proposed multiple LLM workarounds for

a single task [18, 23, 25], our work suggests a novel approach of

“LLMs-as-Mediators” as a human-AI interaction design during this

validation process. Here, we employ multiple LLMs with different

roles: (1) ‘Interviewer LLM’ for asking questions and getting expert

replies over multiple iterations through dialogue and (2) ‘Creator

LLM’ for generating the improved version of the taxonomy based

on the received expert feedback from ‘Interviewer LLM’.

3.3 Step 3: Taxonomy Merging & Testing
To foster greater consensus among researchers, we propose amethod

where LLMs aggregate and merge multiple finalized outputs from

several experts within the same domain. Moreover, LLMs will en-

sure that the elements of the combined output are comprehensive

and non-overlapping. By leveraging LLMs, we aim to mitigate in-

dividual biases and enhance the reliability of the generated taxon-

omy. Subsequently, following established practices in taxonomy

evaluation processes [15, 20], both human experts and LLMs will

independently annotate writing templates using the constructed

taxonomy. We will assess the inter-coder reliability (ICR) between

human coders and between LLM and expert annotations. High

ICR scores between both sets of annotators would confirm the

substantial reliability of the taxonomy for the specific domain.

4 FUTURE PLANS
Our plan involves developing a user-friendly web application with

two main components: (1) a hierarchical taxonomy display and (2)

a chat dialogue interface with an Interviewer LLM. Through iter-

ative dialogue, users will validate and refine the taxonomy, while

recent prompting techniques like ReAct [28] and ART [16] will

define desired LLM behaviors. Furthermore, we plan to conduct the

experiments with open-source models (e.g., Mistral [10], LLaMA

[22], OLMo [8], etc.) in addition to GPT-4. Lastly, we will recruit do-

main experts via a freelancing platform (e.g., Upwork
3
) for multiple

human studies to ensure the effectiveness of our approach.
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A MORE ABOUT FORMATIVE STUDY
A.1 Recruitment Process
We recruited 2 industry professionals (referred to as P1 and P2)

via the U.S.-based freelancing platform ‘Upwork.’ Note that the

study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the first

author’s institution. When recruiting the participants, we set the

eligibility of participation as follows: (1) at least 3 years of working

experience in their business sector; (2) fluent in English (Native

Speaker Preferred); and (3) prior experience in several business-

specific writing tasks such as email, proposals, andmeetingminutes.

In addition to meeting the three requirements, we also asked the

applicants to answer the screening question: “Please describe your
level of experience in your work group, including specific project
details.”. Based on the manual review of the responses, we invited

the two participants (P1 and P2) whomet all the requirements of our

study. After the successful completion of the study, the participants

received a compensation of 20 USD for their participation in a 1-

hour duration of our formative study. Table 1 shows the detailed

background of the study participants we recruited.

A.2 Experiment Procedures
The formative study involved three steps. First, the participant

provided their background information: (1) last name (for data file

identifier purposes only); (2) domain group; (3) the type of writing

task (e.g., meeting minutes, emails, and project proposals); and

(4) the content of the writing in fully complete English sentences.

Based on these user inputs, the GPT-4 integrated into the interface

generated a writing template. When the generated writing was

present, the participants were asked to revise the writing and to

click the button to store all the revisions securely.

Next, the participants were prompted to move to the next page

of the interface, where their revisions were visualized with the

additions in red and the deletions in strikethrough. This page was

prepared to let the participants check whether their revisions were

properly stored and visualized; if not, we asked them to go back to

the previous step and provide revisions again.

Lastly, after they confirmed that their revisions were successfully

stored and visualized, we let the participants move to the last page

of the interface. Here, they were given a list of instructions on how

to annotate their sentence-level edits with the provided types of

revision intentions that were established by a previous work [3].

After they completed the annotation of every edit they made in the

GPT-4 generated writing, they were asked to leave the interface

by closing the tab of the interface in their local search engine

(e.g., Chrome, Safari). Our interface was developed to store all

information produced during the study into our password-protected

server - (1) revision history with the annotations; (2) the original

GPT-4 writing; and (3) the user inputs. Please note that we used

the last name information only for data identifier purposes (i.e.,

renaming the data file with the last name) and did not collect or

use any personally identifiable information during the study.

A.3 Interface Development
We used Streamlit and Python to develop a web interface for the

formative study process. Then, we made the web interface publicly

accessible by hosting it on a website using ngrok. This enabled

the participants to access the interface using their local search

engine. The code repository is available at the following GitHub

repository: https://github.com/minnesotanlp/co-taxonomy. Figure

3 is a screenshot of the interface shown to the participants for the

first step described in Appendix A.2.

B INITIAL RESULTS
We have conducted empirical testing of our human-AI collaborative

taxonomy construction process, partially executing STEP 1 and 2

using a simplified scenario focused on developing a taxonomy of

text revision intentions, specifically for email writing within the

legal domain.

Table 2 showcases an example of the generated taxonomy ele-

ments across all levels, featuring descriptions and examples perti-

nent to the legal domain, ensuring clarity and relevance. During

STEP 2, the ‘Interviewer LLM’ engaged one of the authors, posing

https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.11663
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.13063
https://dev.writer.com
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.09288
https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.04592
https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.11903
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:253244506
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:253244506
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:257758261
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:257758261
https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.03999
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.03629
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:262053818
https://api.semanticscholar.org/CorpusID:262053818
https://github.com/minnesotanlp/co-taxonomy
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Gender Residence Working Domain Years of Experience English Proficiency Disability Status

P1 Male United States Human Resources (HR) 14 Native No

P2 Female United States Marketing 8 Native No

Table 1: Detailed background information of the formative study participants.

In this page, you will provide inputs to GPT-4 that will generate a proxy writing template. Please follow

each of the steps carefully.

1. Fill out the four blank forms in the section 'Generate Writing Template'.

2. After filling out all blanks, click 'Generate by GPT-4'.

3. You will be given a passage that is generated by GPT-4 based on your input. Please revise the text as

you would normally do.

4. After finishing your revision, click the 'Finish Revision' button in the bottom of this page.

Warning: If you want to restart it, please refresh the page!

Instruction

Generate Writing Template
What is your last name?

What best describes your function or work group?

Select Your Role..

What kind of writing task would you like to work on?

Select Your Task..

What will be the content of the writing you selected above?

e.g., Announcement about developing AI writing assistants and related software details. Make it 
concise and use less formal tone.

0/700

Generate by GPT-4

Deploy

Instruction

Revise GPT-4 Texts

Review Your Edits

Annotate Your Edits

Figure 3: The interface for the first step, where a participant provided their background information that GPT-4 then used to
generate a writing template.

the question: “What do you think can be added as an additional

description category if not comprehensive?”. Upon the author’s sug-

gestion to include provisions for addressing counterarguments in

legal arguments, the Interviewer LLM proposed the addition of a

“Addressing Counterarguments” category, along with a rationale

emphasizing proactive identification of potential weaknesses or

counterarguments to legal positions. Although these results are

pending expert validation, they signify the promise of our approach.

We plan to further validate this methodology through larger-scale

experiments and incorporate advanced multi-step prompting tech-

niques such as ReACT [28] or ART [16].

B.1 Hierarchical Prompt Design (STEP 1)
We present the designed prompts for GPT-4 to generate all levels

of taxonomy (according to STEP 1), using a hierarchical prompt

chaining technique inspired by Mirowski et al. [14], Wei et al. [24].

Listing 1 present the prompt for the ‘Intention’ category generation.

B.2 Questions for Interviewer LLM (STEP 2)
For the dialogue-based validation during STEP 2, we brainstormed

several questions for ‘Interviewer LLM’ to check the following

aspects of the ‘Description’ of the taxonomy. These aspects were

partially drawn from Shah et al. [20] that suggested some evaluation

criteria for the LLM-generated taxonomy of user intents in the

information retrieval (IR) domain.

• Consistency: “Do all descriptions for label not overlap in the

meaning? If not, which description seems ambiguous/duplicate?”

• Clarity: “Do the descriptions provide clear understanding? If

not, which one is unclear and how should it be improved?”

• Practicality: “Is there any description that is not typically

considered in your domain? Which one?”

• Comprehensiveness: “What do you think can be added as an

additional description category if not comprehensive?”
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Intention Description Examples

Legal Argument
Strengthening

Adding supporting legal

precedents to reinforce an

argument.

The case we are handling has similarities with other cases.

→ The case we are handling is similar to Smith v. Jones,

where the court held a comparable view on contractual obligations.

Our argument in this lawsuit is strong.

→ Our argument, bolstered by the precedent set in Brown v. Board of Education,

is particularly strong in advocating for equal rights.

Integrating additional factual

evidence to solidify a legal stance.

Our client’s position in this matter is legally sound.

→ Our client’s position is legally sound, supported by the financial records

and witness statements provided.

This case is straightforward.

→ This case is straightforward, as evidenced by the detailed timeline

of events and corroborating emails.

Enhancing the persuasiveness of

the argument by refining logical

reasoning.

We believe our client is not liable.

→ Our client is not liable, as logically, the responsibility falls

on the contractor, given the terms of the agreement.

This case should be dismissed.

→ This case should be dismissed, considering the lack of

causation between our client’s actions and the alleged damages

Incorporating expert testimony

to bolster legal claims.

Our stance on the patent infringement is valid.

→ Our stance is strengthened by the expert testimony of Dr. Smith,

a renowned patent specialist.

The damages claimed are excessive.

→ The damages claimed are excessive, as per the assessment of

leading industry expert John Doe.

Table 2: An example of the GPT-4 generated taxonomy of text revision for legal domain, through STEP 1. The proposed revisions
by the model are indicated by the arrows.

f'''
You're a helpful assistant helping a user generate the labels of edit intentions in their writing task of {email}.
The user is a business professional in the following domain: {legal domain}.

### Output Guidelines:

- Suppose that the user revises their original text of {email} for better communications within their domain group (e.g., a marketing person for

other team members in the marketing team; an HR worker writing for the HR team, etc.)↩→
- Please consider intentions of revising contents, specifically for the domain of {legal}.
- In addition to domain-specific content-related taxonomy, include general syntactic revision intentions, such as grammar corrections, style

coherency, clarity, etc.↩→
- Please generate labels of feasible scenarios as much as you can. It should be more than 10 labels at least.
- For each generated intention, prepend the token <label> and append </label>.
- Please consider that all those generated labels must be mutually exclusive (e.g., no overlapping between labels).
- Please consider that all those generated labels must be collectively exhaustive (e.g., cover every possible case of revision intentions in

practice).↩→
- Once you finish generating all possible labels of revision intention of {email} for the domain of {legal}, end your response with the tag

<end>.↩→

### Example

Given the domain of marketing and the writing task of email, the example looks as follows:

```
<label> Target Engagement </label>
<label> Visual Content Integration </label>
<label> Data-Driven Insights Presentation </label>
....
<end>
```
### Output
'''

Listing 1: A prompt for GPT-4 to generate the ‘Intention’ category.
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